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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose Conflict Manager to resolve
conflicts for context-aware applications in smart home
environments. Conflicts arise when multiple users access
an application or when various applications share limited
resources to provide services. In order to resolve conflicts
among users, the Conflict Manager assigns priority to each
user so that the user with the highest priority can be
selected by exploiting conflict history of users. In addition,
Conflict Manager detects and resolves conflicts among
applications by utilizing preferences of users and properties
of the services. To show the usefulness of the proposed
conflict resolution method, we apply the proposed conflict
resolution method to ubiHome, a smart home test-bed. The
experimental results proved that Conflict Manager enable
context-aware applications to offer personalized services to
multiple users by resolving service conflicts among
applications as well as among users.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of ubiquitous computing is to provide users with
intelligent services based on the information obtained from
distributed but invisible computing resources. These
services do not require any cumbersome interface or
leaning procedures for users to use them. Especially
context-aware applications offer appropriate services to
users by utilizing contextual information of environment
including users [1]. This information is obtained from
various sensors or computing resources distributed in our
daily life. However, conflicts occur in context-aware
applications when multiple users share the applications or
these applications share the limited resources in
environment. Service conflict among users is the scenario
when multi-users access an application, and then the
application have to choose one user to provide a
customized service. As a result, the applications could not

make a suitable decision to start a service, and each user
may not receive personalized services. Resource conflicts
also occur among services if each service attempts to share
resources at the same time. Consequently, applications start
serving to the users without possessing all the necessary
resources and thus may result in unsatisfactory services.
Over the last decade, most research, aimed on resolving
conflicts, has been done on smart home and intelligent
office. Reactive Behavioral System (ReBa) supports
conflict resolution among devices in office environment
such as, between electric lamps, display devices, and
telephones [2]. RCSM (Reconfigurable Context-Sensitive
Middleware for Pervasive Computing), an object-based
framework, makes sensors and application services
independent, forms ad-hoc communication between them,
and delivers the necessary context to the applications [3].
However, context management in the previous research has
various limitations when they are applied to multi-user
environment with various applications. In the case of ReBa,
it is difficult to provide to each user with particular services
because ReBa focuses on the service for grouped users by
inferring main activities from the environment [2]. In
RCSM, context management does not consider shared
devices or services because contextual information services
are provided only through individual device possessed by
each user [3]. *
In this paper, we propose Conflict Manager to resolve
service conflict caused by the use of applications among
multiple users and limited resources among multiple
applications. The proposed Conflict Manager consists of
three parts: i) User Conflict Manager which resolves
conflict among users , ii) Service Conflict Manager which
resolves conflict among services, and iii) Conflict History
Manager which assigns priority to conflicting context by
utilizing conflict history. Conflict Manager resolves the
conflicts among users by choosing a user having the
highest priority. In addition, the proposed Conflict
Manager detects and resolves conflicts among applications
by utilizing properties of services and relationship among
them.
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CONFLICTS IN CONTEXT-AWARE APPLLICATIONS

In context-aware computing environments, various
applications provide users with customized services based
on users’ contexts within a service area. In order to provide
the services, the applications require one or more
resources, such as display device, sound device, light
device, or, etc, according to their properties. Furthermore,
in such service environments, the number of users
accessing the same applications is not limited.
Unlike single user and single service environment,
applications in the computing environment have to respond
while considering other applications and various users
within a services area. We define such situation as a service
conflict. We classify the conflict into three types according
to sources of conflicts: service conflicts among multiple
users, service conflicts among multiple applications and
service conflicts among multiple users and multiple
applications. Service conflicts among users are caused due
to use of an application by multiple users. In this situation,
the application has to choose one customized service. For
example, a service conflict arises when users A and B are
trying to watch their preferred broadcasts from television
service. Service conflicts among multiple applications are
caused by providing of services among multiple
applications. Due to the conflict, the application cannot
provide users with customized responses. For instance, this
kind of conflicts occurs when television application and
music application start to provide their customized services
simultaneously. Service conflicts among users and
applications are caused due to the use of multiple services
by multiple users. This kind of conflict is similar to the
conflict among applications, but the users assigned to the
applications are different. For example, a service conflict
arises when user A is trying to use a television application
while user B is trying to use a music application.
To deal with these conflicts, resolution methods have to
resolve the conflict according to sources of conflicts.
Furthermore, in order to reflect the change of users’
preferences and their environment, the conflict resolution
methods must adapt to users and their environment. In this
paper, we deal with two kinds of conflicts, i.e. among users
and among services, by utilizing conflict history of users as
well as user contexts and service profiles.

UNIFIED CONTEXT-AWARE APPLICATION MODEL

In order to deal with service conflicts, we adopt Unified
Context aware-Application Model for ubiquitous
computing environment (ubi-UCAM) [4]. The ubi-UCAM
is a context-based application model to provide users with
personalized services by exploiting context in ubiquitous
computing environments. In addition, to ensure
independence between sensors and services, the ubiUCAM utilizes unified context represented as 5W1H
(Who, What, Where, When, How and Why) [4]. The ubiUCAM employs different types of unified context based on
the role of each context. These include preliminary context,
integrated context, conditional context, and final context.
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the ubi-UCAM.
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Figure 1. ubi-UCAM
As shown in Figure 1, the ubi-UCAM is composed of
ubiSensors, a sensor, and ubiServices, an application to
provide a service. Each ubiSensor generates a preliminary
context from the features extracted from a physical sensor.
It then delivers the preliminary context to ubiServices
within a service area. Each ubiService collects preliminary
contexts as well as final contexts delivered from other
ubiServices within a service area. The ubiService then
builds integrated context of each user by classifying the
preliminary contexts and final contexts. It searches
conditional context from a Hash table, which manages
specific service action and condition, corresponding to
each integrated context. It generates a final context to be
used by Service Provider after resolving conflicts among
users and services. Finally, ubiService executes appropriate
action with parameters described in the final context. It
utilizes application-specified methods which are
programmed by application developers.
CONFLIICT MANAGEMENT

In ubi-UCAM, service conflicts occur not only due to
multiple users who access ubiServices at the same time, but
also due to multiple ubiServices trying to share resources in
their surrounding. To resolve service conflicts among
users, the proposed Conflict Manager assigns priority to
users and chooses the user given the highest priority. In
addition, to deal with service conflict among ubiServices,
the Conflict Manager detects and resolves conflicts, based
on the properties of ubiServices and relationship between

them. Moreover, priority of users and ubiServices are not
fixed, but adapts to user's preference and behaviors.
Therefore, the Conflict Manager not only resolves conflicts
among users and among ubiServices, but also dynamically
assigns priority to users and ubiServices.

caused by a ubiService itself. Figure 3 shows Service
Conflict Manager.
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User Conflict Manager resolves conflicts caused by users
who try to use ubiServices within a service area. To resolve
the conflict, User Conflict Manager manipulates user
contexts in two steps: building a conflict list and selecting a
proper user from it. Figure 2 depicts the overall procedure
of User Conflict Manager.
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Figure 2. User Conflict Manager
As shown in Figure 2, User Conflict Manager makes a
conflict list of matched user context on users who are
expected to cause conflict among users, including those
who are currently using the service. In this process, users
who leave the service area are excluded from the list
because we assume they do not want to use the service any
more. In addition, user’s feedback is also delivered to
Conflict History Manager. The context is considered as
user feedback if there is user implicit context such as
remote controller. In the next stage, User Conflict Manager
chooses one user from the conflict list based on user’s
priority calculated from Conflict History Manager
according to user context. In this process, conflicts are
handled in several ways according to the number of users
within the service area. In the case of one user situation, we
know that there is no conflict among users. Therefore, User
Conflict Manager just selects the user context as a result of
conflict resolution. However, we have to consider the
situation when there are more than two users in a service
area. In this situation, User Conflict Manager selects the
user having highest priority because conflicts may occur. In
addition, it notifies the result of conflict resolution to
enable Conflict History Manager to store conflict context.
Conflict Resolution among ubiServices

Service Conflict Manager resolves services conflicts
caused by multiple ubiServices trying to share resource in
the service area. The conflicts are caused by not only a
ubiService itself but also other ubiServices. Therefore,
Service Conflict Manager deals with the conflict in two
ways: conflict caused by other ubiServices and conflict
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Figure 3. Service Conflict Manager
As shown in Figure 3, Service Conflict Manager creates a
context which contains information about the ubiService
and its stop action, if resources involved in other
ubiServices are the same as those of the ubiService itself.
As a result, the application responds to changes of other
ubiServices which cause conflict, using final contexts
coming from other services. In addition, Service Conflict
Manager updates the final context to the final context table.
Service Conflict Manager prevents this ubiService causing
conflict with other ubiServices. To detect possible
conflicts, it checks to see if there are any services using the
same resource before delivering the context. Service
Conflict Manager compares priority of the service contexts
calculated from Conflict History Manager if there are
conflict services within a service area. Finally, it sends the
conflict-resolved context to Final Context Generator when
there aren’t any services related to the same resource. In
addition, Service Conflict Manager just sends the resolved
context to Conflict History Manager to notify the result of
conflict resolution.
Service Conflict Manager also deals with the situation
when multiple services want to use resources at the same
time. This is because ubiServices can respond to the same
condition. In the case of this conflict, several ubiServices
want to use the same resource. For example, television and
movie services can be triggered at the same time when a
user enters home. To deal with this situation, we adopt
bully algorithm that elects a leader among processes in
distributed computing environment. The algorithm chooses
a coordinator having the highest priority among processes
[7]. In service conflict, the algorithm is used to choose the
highest ubiService among ubiServices which try to use
shared resources.
Conflict History Management

Conflict History Manager takes charge of maintaining
conflict history and determining priority of conflicting
context. To efficiently use the limited storage, it only
maintains conflict history for a short period of time. In
addition, to reflect user preference, Conflict History
Manager calculates the priority of conflicting contexts
based on Bayes theory which is widely used for

classification or prediction. Figure 4 shows the overall
architecture of Conflict History Manager.
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Figure 4. Conflict History Manager
As shown in Figure 4, Conflict History Manager receives
feedback and conflicting contexts of users from Conflict
Manager. Based on the contexts, Conflict History Manager
generates a feature vector containing information about the
conflict situation. Afterwards, the feature vector is stored in
a history file so that it can be retrieved whenever required.
Conflict History Manager then loads the feature vectors,
related to a specific user, from conflict history. Conflict
History Manager recalculates weights of conflicting
contexts based on the feature vectors. In order to obtain the
weight, Conflict History Manager applies Bayesian theory
to the feature vectors. Equation (1) shows Bayesian theory.
In the equation, feature vector X is composed of (x1, x2, x3,
x4, x5, x6). Each element of X is mapped to the value of
Service type, Location, Time, Gesture, Stress, and
Conflicting user. The result of conflict resolution Hj, which
is represented by (H1, H2) indicates the Target class.
Consequently, we obtain probability P(H1|X), for allowing
the current user of a service to continue using the service
when conflict arises, by multiplying posteriori probability
(X|H1) and prior probability P(H1).
P(H

j

| X) =

P( X | H j)P(H j)
P(X )

(1)

According to the equation, we assume that a current user of
a ubiService will continue using the service in case of a
conflict when posteriori priority P(H1|X) is greater then
P(H2|X). Otherwise, another user uses the service. So, a
priority of context is the difference between maximized
posteriori probability of P(X|H1)(H1) and P(X|H2)(H2).
Therefore, a weight of each feature is expressed by priori
probability of the feature P(xk|Hj)=skj/sj. skj is the number of
conflicting contexts having a specific value of sk within the
class Hj class. sj is the sum of values of conflicting
contexts belonging to Hj. Conflict History Manager
calculates weights of conflicting contexts of users based on
the weight table. The calculated results are updated in hashtable and a weight file for future search.
Conflict History Manager provides priority of the
conflicting context based on the weight table when Conflict
Manager requests priority for a conflicting context Conflict
History Manager retrieves weights of the user, identified by
‘Who’ context of conflicting context, from the hash-table.

Afterwards, it applies the weights to the conflicting context
to Equation (2) to calculate posteriori probability. The
Conflict History Manager calculates posteriori probability
P(Xi|H1) when a current user will continue using the service,
and posteriori probability as P(Xi|H2) when another user
will use it.
P( X i | H j ) =

n

∏ P(x

k

| H j)

(2)

k =1

Finally, Conflict History Manager calculates a priority of
the conflicting context. Equation (3) shows the priority of
conflicting context. In the equation, P(X|H1)P(H1) is the
maximized probability of the current user to continue using
the service. P(X|H2)P(H2) is the maximized probability of
another user to use the service. Conflict History Manager
delivers the difference of these two probabilities to Conflict
Manager as a priority of the conflicting context.
(3)
Priority (Xi) = P(Xi |H1)P( H1)– P(Xi|H2)P( H2)
Based on the conflict history and Bayesian theory, Conflict
History Manager adjusts the weight of conflicting context
using conflict history of users after conflicts are resolved. It
also assigns a priority to conflicting contexts of users based
on the weight table when conflicts arise.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT

We have evaluated the effectiveness of the conflict
resolution method based on the ubiHome test-bed. The
proposed Conflict Manager selects one among several
users when multiple users attempt to access their registered
service. In addition, it decides to provide the service when
priority of the service is higher than the other services
located within a service area. Finally, we also measured
accuracy of the proposed method with four family
members
Experimental Setup

The proposed Conflict Manager was implemented with
J2SDK 1.4TM so that it can be applied to various
applications. As shown in Figure 5, we tested Conflict
Manager in ubiHome, a smart home test-bed at GIST [5].

Figure 5. ubiHome test-bed
As shown in Figure 5, we utilized various ubiServices such
as, television service, Internet service, music service, movie
service, light services, etc. These ubiServices offer
customized services to users. In addition to the services, we
also exploited various sensors: ubiCouch sensors,

ubiTrack, and ubiRemocon. The ubiCouch sensors,
comprised of on/off switches, detect user's behaviors. The
ubiTrack is infrared-based location tracking system that
tracks users’ location [6]. The ubiRemocons are a kind of
remote controllers, implemented with Personal Java, to
control these services.
Experimental Analysis

In order to measure accuracy of resolution method of the
proposed Conflict Manager, we experimented on user
conflict in two ways: i) a resolution method based on the
Bayesian theory and, ii) a resolution methods having fixed
priority. To test two methods, we employed television
service that users use in a home environment. While using
the television service, family members cause conflicts due
to their preferences and its broadcasts. In our experiment,
the television service selects a preferred program a user. It
decided a specific program of the user who has the highest
priority according to each selection strategy when conflicts
occurred. The service gathered feedback from users in predefined amount of time and judged the accuracy on the
selection. The television service counts the number of
"incorrectness" and "correctness" of the selection. As the
result of the selection, we have built confusion matrix to
know how well it works. Table 1 shows the experimental
results of the proposed conflict resolution method
Table 1. Confusion matrix for conflict resolution (unit: %)

Users

Father

Mother

Son

Daughter

Father

81

8

4

7

Mother

8

79

7

6

Son

4

3

78

15

Daughter

5

6

14

75

As shown in table 1, the proposed resolution method
provides the television service to other users who have
lower priority in the conflict resolution having fixed
priority. This is because the conflict resolution method
assigned priorities to users based on their context. In
addition, accuracy of the resolution method was relatively
higher than the resolution method having fixed priority.
The improvement of accuracy was due to the fact the
resolution method reflected the changes of their preference
and resolution policy. Therefore, conflict solution could
resolve service conflicts caused due to use of services by
multiple users.
In addition, we configured properties of services to deal
with conflict among services. In our experimental setup, all
the services were in the same area. Especially, television,
and movie services were operated on the same computer.
Based on the properties, we monitored the services in
ubiHome in order to observe resource conflicts among
services. Table 2 shows the number of conflict among
services.

Table 2. The number of conflict among services (unit: %)
Services

Television

Television

-

Movie

Music

Light

33

56

11

Movie

54

-

25

21

Music

72

28

-

-

Light

77

23

-

-

In case of television service, most of the conflicts are
related to movie service. The rest of the conflicts are
associated with movie and music service. Movie service,
which shares sound, light, and display resource, is related
to all the services. In particular, conflicts of movie service
are mostly due to television service which is accessed by
users frequently. Besides, movie service also conflicts with
light service since the services use light resource. Music
service was related to television and movie service using
sound and display resources.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the Conflict Manager to resolve
services conflicts among users and among applications. In
order to resolve conflicts among users, the proposed
Conflict Manager maintained the conflict history of users,
calculated the priority of user context with Bayes theory,
and then selected one user. In addition, Conflict Manager
detected conflicts among applications based on properties
of each service. These conflicts were resolved with the
priority so that the applications provided services without
causing conflicts. In our future works, however, we will
employ additional applications deal with the conflicts. We
will also observe the conflicts with users’ behaviors over
longer periods.
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